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ContextContext……

• Ambitious goals of future X-ray and γ-ray missions
⇒ substantial advancements required in:

◦ experimental capabilities
◦ simulation and data analysis capabilities

• Monte Carlo simulation and data analysis
⇒ optimization of:
◦ (complex) telescope designs
◦ mission planning (orbit, radiation environment)
◦ data structure and analysis tools
◦ scientific return



• Development of a comprehensive Monte Carlo
simulation tool
• verification and improvement of relevant electromagnetic 

and hadronic physics (< 1 keV to up 100 GeV)
• based on Geant4

• past experience:                          and  CosimaCosima

• Development of advanced event reconstruction 
and data analysis techniques for Compton and 
low-energy pair telescopes
• imaging, spectroscopy, polarimetry, timing, …
• past experience: MEGAlibMEGAlib

Proposed ActivitiesProposed Activities



Development of a 
Comprehensive Monte Carlo 
Simulation Tool for X-ray and 

Gamma-ray Astronomy



Why Perform MonteWhy Perform Monte--Carlo Simulations?Carlo Simulations?

During telescope design simulations help to:
Determine & optimize performance of a given telescope design
(requires instrument response and background from simulations,
and data analysis tools)

Develop & optimize telescope design
Find best orbit (cost - background-rate trade-off)
Identify critical aspects and minimize mission risks

Optimize mission for maximum science return

During telescope operation simulations help to:
Tune trigger thresholds and criteria
Refine event selections and background suppression

Optimize sensitivity

General advantages of simulations:
Enable cost-effective trade-off studies

Reliable performance prediction is an asset for “selling” a mission

Simulations are a key element of modern 
telescope development and operation!



MonteMonte--Carlo Simulations for Carlo Simulations for 
HighHigh--energy Astrophysics Space Missionsenergy Astrophysics Space Missions

• Spacecraft and detectors are exposed to a multitude of 
background particles:

Cosmic photons, protons, alphas, electrons, positrons, etc.
In near Earth orbit: Albedo photons, neutrons, etc. as well as particles 
trapped in radiation belts (protons, electrons)
Detector activation resulting from hadron interactions

In high-energy astrophysics those energy deposits mask source 
signals and sometimes dominate it by a large factor (e.g. Comptel: 
source to background up to 1:100)

• The variety of particles, the wide energy range (thermal 
neutrons to GeV protons), and therefore the large diversity of 
physical processes are a challenge for each simulation tool! 

Extensive verification of the simulation tools with existing 
measurements required before application to new instruments!



Example: TGRS Detector ActivationExample: TGRS Detector Activation
Measurements vs. Geant4 SimulationsMeasurements vs. Geant4 Simulations

Simulations performed with a partly fixed version of Geant4 9.2.

Further improvements of simulation engine necessary to achieve 
agreement between simulations and measurements! 

� Line OK     production too low     electronics noise     

timing issue     line not present either in simulation or measurement
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Zoglauer et al., 
2008



Proposed ActivitiesProposed Activities

Development of a comprehensive, publicly available simulation 
tool based on Geant4 to predict instrumental background

Build upon existing software Cosima (C++ based on Geant4 & ROOT)
and MGGPOD already used for background simulations of e.g. TGRS,
INTEGRAL, MEGA/GRIPS, NCT/ACT, GRI/DUAL, NuSTAR, etc.
Verify relevant electromagnetic and hadronic physics (< 1 keV to up 100 
GeV) with existing measurements from e.g. INTEGRAL, COMPTEL, 
TGRS, SWIFT, Suzaku, etc.

Improve the simulation software, especially Geant4, to be able to 
reproduce all measurements 
Ensure the adaptability of the software to different detector 
technologies and background environments (space craft trajectories) 
for future missions in X- and gamma-ray astronomy

Current and future versions of the software are freely available from:
http://www.mpe.mpg.de/MEGA/megalib.html



Development of 
Advanced Event and Image 
Reconstruction Techniques 
for Low-to-medium-energy 

Gamma-ray Astronomy



Data Analysis in the LowData Analysis in the Low--toto--mediummedium--
energy Gammaenergy Gamma--ray Regimeray Regime

The next generation of gamma-ray telescopes needs to measure 
many more parameters of the gamma rays to achieve its 
sensitivity improvements than existing missions such as 
INTEGRAL.

One category of telescopes capable of delivering the scientific 
advancements are Compton telescopes.

They allow for good background reduction and polarization 
measurements in the low-to-medium-energy gamma-ray regime, 
and thus are a central part of various future telescopes and 
concepts such as ASTRO-H, NCT, MEGA/GRIPS, GRI/DUAL, etc.

As side effect of the many measured parameters and the 
required background reductions they require complex event 
reconstruction techniques to achieve their goals. 



Event Reconstruction TechniquesEvent Reconstruction Techniques

No approach exists which can utilize all measured information No approach exists which can utilize all measured information 
and thus optimal performance is not yet achieved!and thus optimal performance is not yet achieved!

The measurements only yield 
interaction positions and energies 
(dots). The event reconstructions 
determines path and origin of the 

gamma-ray.

Performance of various event 
reconstruction techniques applied to 

simulations of the NCT Compton 
telescope (Zoglauer, 2007). The more 

information the approach uses the 
better the performance.



Image Reconstruction TechniquesImage Reconstruction Techniques

The origin of Compton events can 
either be restricted to a Compton cone 

or an arc of the cone.

Sophisticated, iterative techniques are 
required for source deconvolution

None of the currently existing approaches can yield the originalNone of the currently existing approaches can yield the original
source image, spectrum, and flux desired for astrophysical source image, spectrum, and flux desired for astrophysical 

sources without significant simplifications of the multisources without significant simplifications of the multi--
dimensional response and thus without sacrificing sensitivity!dimensional response and thus without sacrificing sensitivity!

Example: Simulations of the Cygnus 
region in the light of radioactive 26Al 

after 2 years of exposure with the 
MEGA detector (Zoglauer 2005).

A list-mode ML-EM approach was used.



Proposed ActivitiesProposed Activities

Development of Advanced Event and Image 
Reconstruction Techniques for Low-to-medium-

energy Gamma-ray Astronomy

Build upon the existing software package MEGAlib (C++, based on 
ROOT) used for analysis of the Compton telescopes of MEGA/GRIPS,
NCT/ACT, GRI, COMPTEL, etc. 
Explore the complex multi-dimensional data space of multiple 
Compton scatterings and pair creation events in order to improve
event reconstruction and selection.
Explore different response representations and image reconstruction 
techniques, and optimize and evaluate them for the sparsely sampled 
data spaces of modern Compton and low-energy pair telescopes.
Adapt the existing algorithms to the characteristics of new detectors 
and telescope designs for future hard X-ray and gamma-ray missions

Current and future versions of the software are freely available from:
http://www.mpe.mpg.de/MEGA/megalib.html



Leverage & SynergiesLeverage & Synergies

This project will heavily rely upon and extend previous work done 
by this group with respect to developing simulation and data 
analysis tools such as MGGPOD (Weidenspointner et al., 2005), 
Cosima and MEGAlib (Zoglauer et al., 2008).

In addition, event and imaging approaches developed for 
terrestrial applications, such as nuclear medicine and nuclear 
threat detection & monitoring, will be extended for their 
application in astrophysics.

Furthermore, it is expected that the new methods can also be 
used for non-astrophysics applications. Already the current 
versions are applied to develop detector systems for nuclear 
threat detection and hadron therapy (Frandes et al., 2008).

All tools are and will be freely available to the whole high-energy 
astrophysics community around the world. 
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